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1. Fundamental Ideas 

Two ideas of parenthood 

Psychopaths (no conscience) 

Economists' financial worldview 

Money Fundamentals 





Money Fundamentals 

 =Life is full of winners & losers, 
=Less for you means more for me. 

Every purchase has a buyer & a seller. 

One receives money (wins) 
One gives money (loses) 



Money Fundamentals 

=The more you give, the less you have. 

The more money you give away, 
the less you have. 



Money Fundamentals 

=Bosses must be kept happy. 
Amateurs are powerless. 

People are not allowed to create money. 
Money comes from satisfied employers. 





Worldview  of  Economics 
http://www.altuists.org/ae604 



Strict  Father 

Father must be tough to survive. 

Kids need punishment to learn right 
from wrong. 

“...survival of (only) the fittest...” 

There will always be winners & losers. 
Disciplined people prosper in the market. 
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Nurturing Parent 

Parents must protect their kids. 

Kids should be taught 
responsibility & empathy. 

Society should provide for all its 
members according to their needs. 

“...what goes around comes around...” 
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Psychopathy 

Ø  Guiltlessness 
Ø  Selfishness 
Ø  Lying 
Ø  Parasitic lifestyle 
Ø  Ruthlessly seeking Power over others 

~1% of people born with 
this Mental Deficiency, 

causing: 

http://www.ponerology.com 

http://hare.org 

http://www.corbettreport.com/mp3/episode090_our_leaders_are_psychopaths.mp3 

Money facilitates & excuses a life of parasitism. 



2. Personal Corruption 
People naturally have a range of motives: 

Money encourages selfishness & psychosis☹ 



Corruption of Thinking 

Focusing on money... 

… blinds people to other value systems. 



Corruption of Thinking 

= Anything can be expressed in money terms. 

+               =                            

“ ...(Financial) 
Compensation...” 

“How much  
is he worth?” 

= 











Money “Crowds Out” Other Motives 

Money motivation reduces altruism. 

Why did offering money as 
a reward decrease the 

number of willing donors?... 

...when money is involved, 
people are more selfish. 

Money is almost everywhere in the modern world! 
☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹ 



“No servant can  
serve two masters...  

You cannot serve  
both God & Money.” 

 
Matthew 6:24 

Image courtesy of  http://www.flickr.com/photos/twcollins/751221191/sizes/o/ 



2009 Money/Pain Experiment 

Two groups of people rated the pain of hot water: 

B) After counting pieces of paper 

A) After counting bank notes 

Group (A) felt less pain! 



Money acts as a Pain Killer 

Money substitutes for social connections. 

Why did touching money 
reduce people's pain? 

Even thinking about money makes 
most people feel independent, 

selfish & valued. 

Money reduces people's desire for friendship! 
☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹☹ 



“For the love of money is a 
root of all kinds of evil. Some 
people, in their eagerness to 

get rich, have wandered away 
from the faith and caused 
themselves a lot of pain.” 

1 Timothy 6:10 



        Money Affects The Language 

“The cost of living.” 
(= Life itself costs money.) 

Modern languages are full of revealing 
money metaphors. 

“I am broke.” 
(= I don't have money.) “I don't buy it.”  

(= I don't believe it.) 

“Don't bank on it.”  
(= Don't rely it.) 



Fairness of Money 

“You get what you pay for.” 

= Money is a measure of quality. 



→ Corruption of The Body 

= People, like things, can be 'bought'. 

“Every man has his price” 



Impossibility of Change 

“Time is money.” 

= Money is God-given. 



Toughness Of Life 

“There's no such thing as a free lunch” 

= Life is not possible without money. 



Money relies on the Logic of Selfishness 

=Life is about getting what you want! 

Life is about money,  
which is a way to get what you want... 

 



Need for Alienated Work 

“He who pays the piper calls the tune.” 

= The virtuous      rich should 
control the indisciplined poor. 







Glorification of Hoarding 

“...making money...” 

= Accumulation is comparable to Production 





→ Loss of Meaning 

Depression is the most common 
disability worldwide* & still rising... 

*WHO statistic, measured using YLDs. http://www.who.int/mental_health/management/depression/daly/en/ 



WHAT TO DO? 

Avoid judgments based on money,  
idolising of it & incitement to do so: 

Conspicuous Consumption, Lottery 
Adverts, Mass Media, Gameshows 



3. Social Corruption 
It takes all sorts to make a world: 

Money increases influence of the selfish & psychotic ☹ 





Corruption of Thinking 

Organisations that focus on money... 

…lose their own value systems. 



Worship of Market Forces 

“I am not in the business of making cars. 
I am in the business of making profit.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ford_Pinto 



Rear collisions of 
>30mph with a Ford Pinto 
exploded the gas tank & 

jammed the doors, 
trapping the passengers. 

Ford knew this but released the car anyway... 



Cost Benefit Analysis 

Cost to fix 
all cars. 

Cost (sic.) of 
the deaths 

$6/car to 
prevent fires 

$200,000/victim  
in lawsuits 

→ More cost effective to make defective cars... 



Corruption of Law 

Ford was charged with reckless homicide... 

…but acquitted on the basis that it could not 
be convicted for doing what it 

was designed to do — making a profit. 



“It is hard for a rich man  
to enter the kingdom of heaven.”  

 
Matthew 19:23 



            → Loss of Meaning 

From the 13th Century,  
Popes were selling 'indulgences'...  

=Entry into Heaven, for a Price. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indulgence 



    “Dumbing Down” of The Populace 

  

 
Woodrow   Wilson 
US President 

“We want one class to have a liberal education. 
We want another class, a very much larger class 

of necessity, to forgo the privilege of a liberal 
education and fit themselves to perform  

specific difficult manual tasks.” 

→  

=Training to work for 
money, not love 

http://www.johntaylorgatto.com/underground/ 



“Astroturfing” 
= Fake Grassroots Organsations 

In truth: Timber Industry's  
Effort to oppose environmental  

protection laws. 

"[t]his corporation was incorporated in the state of Delaware. Names of the 
contributors under Delaware state law cannot be revealed to any other party." 

→  

“[We are] a nationwide grassroots organization 
comprised of property owners, farmers, ranchers, 
miners, foresters, builders/developers, sportsmen, 
recreationists, business owners & ordinary citizens.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Save_Our_Species_Alliance 



→ Corruption of Public Discourse 

Invented the term “Litter Lout” 

US Manufacturers' 
effort to promote 

disposable 
containers by 

blaming consumers 
for waste. 







→ Privatisation of The Commons 
Market Logic applied to ever more of life... 

...Roads, Railways, Water, Prisons, Voting, 
even Bioweapons Research! 





→ Breakdown of Law & Order 

US has more mercenaries than  
regular soldiers in Iraq. 

For some years they were beyond any law. 





WHAT TO DO? 

Avoid Money as far as Possible: 
 

Work with Volunteers, 
Avoid Bureaucracy,  
Taxes, Regulations 



4. Global Corruption 
The most heavily armed/funded organisations  

are the most psychopathic. 

Most national governments are almost irrelevant. 



Corruption of Thinking 

World Bank still 
defines poverty in 
terms of income 

= Monetising 
life reduces 

poverty. 



Corruption of Language 

“...Poor Countries...” 

= Their main difference from  
'rich countries' is a lack of money. 



Corruption of Language 

“...Free Trade Agreements...” 

= People agree to these trade rules. 



Corruption of Language 

“Economically  Underdeveloped  Countries” 

= Economic Development is Needed 



World Bank - Public Mission            

World Bank 
“The World Bank is a vital source of financial 

and technical assistance to developing 
countries around the world. Our mission is to 
fight poverty with passion & professionalism.” 



Creation of The Debt “Crisis” 

The World Bank's 
Economic Hit Men lured  
“underdeveloped nations” 

into unpayable Debt... 
 

…to gain control over their 
economies and resources. 





“War on Terror” 

=A phantom enemy 
to control citizens & 

boost profits for 
arms dealers. 

= Pay more taxes to the 
govt to protect you. 



Recent “False Flag” Terrorism 

Apartment Bombings    
 (1999, Russia) 

September 11th Attacks 
(2001, USA) 

National security services stage a  
domestic attack to start a foreign war. 

http://www.ae911truth.org/ 
 

http://www.wtc7.net 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_apartment_bombings 

http://eng.terror99.ru 
 

http://www.rebellion-film.com/ 
 





WHAT TO DO? 

Seek those who 
work for love,  

not money. 
 

Any individuals or 
organisations in 
the money world 
are liable to its 

corruption... 



5. The Collapse of Money 

Money is a pyramid scheme that is consuming the earth. 



Psychopathic Decision Makers  
→ BAD Choices  

Earth's being 
destroyed faster 

than ever. 

A record 
> 1,000,000,000 

hungry people 
 in 2009. 

http://www.worldhunger.org/articles/Learn/world%20hunger%20facts%202002.htm 



Innumerable crises are converging ... 

    Metals,   Coal,   Natural Gas,   Ozone,    Soil,    
Polar Ice,    Fresh Water,    Biodiversity,  

Biomass,    Sea Level,    Climate,     
Diseases,    Pollution ...  

Psychopathic Decision Makers + 
Psychotic Decision Making Process 

→ REALLY BAD Choices  



Exponential growth cannot  
last for ever on a finite planet! 

Financial “Crisis” foreshadows 
Collapse of Money 

Markets are realising 
that they can't 

generate a return... 

...because ownership 
is so concentrated 

already, & 
there's not much 
left to plunder. 



What Next...? 

As its poison becomes ever clearer,  
people are awaking from money psychosis,  

& building cooperative alternatives. 



Global   Collaboration? 

    “They will beat their swords into plowshares & 
their spears into pruning hooks.  

Nation will not take up sword against nation,  
nor will they train for war anymore.” 

Isaiah 2:4 & Micah 4:3 



 
ü  Don't expect fiat money to exist after 2020 
 
ü  Understand its Ponzi scheme nature 
 
ü  Switch to alternative, bottom-up systems 

FREEING YOURSELF   of   MONEY PSYCHOSIS 



Nurture Life, Love  &  Community 

Organise together 
to grow food. 

Reach out to your 
neighbours. 

Avoid money &  
those who  
worship it. 

Free Hugs! 

http://www.CouchSurfing.org 

 



http://www.altruists.org/287 

Where is Real Security...? 

  “Do not  store up 
for yourselves 

treasures on earth... 

...but store up for 
yourselves 
treasures in 

heaven.” 

Money-mindedness increases 
Selfishness, Independence, 

Competition 

  Focusing on Relationships   
increases Altruism, Sharing, 

Cooperation 


